TELEVISION
(partial list)

**BRIDGERTON**
(Season 3, ep. 1,2,5 & 6)
Netflix/Shondaland
Dir: Tricia Brock

**KEEP BREATHING**
(Season 1, Ep. 4-6)
Netflix
Dir: Rebecca Rodriguez

**FBI: MOST WANTED**
(Season 3, Ep. 12)
CBS
Dir: Ludovic Littee

**GREY’S ANATOMY**
(Seasons 16 & 17)
(Season 15 – Eps. 19 & 21)
Trailer
ABC
Dir: Debbie Allen, Bill D’Elia, Various

**FOR THE PEOPLE**
(Season 2)
(Additional Photography)
Trailer
ABC
Dir: Various

**SOCI CIRCLE**
Elle Twelve
Dir: Cindy Baer

FEATURES
(partial list)

**BABYSPLITTERS**
Route 66 Films
Dir: Sam Friedlander

**THE WEDDING INVITATION**
It's Raining Films
Dir: Rainy Kerwin

**FOREVER NOT MAYBE**
Carpe Vinum Productions
Dir: Christie Conochalla

**A MILLION HITS**
Variety Photoplays
Dir: Janet Harvey

**IN THE NIGHT**
Still Standing Productions
Dir: Götz Neumann

**SAN FRANCISCO 2177**
Golden Boy Productions
Dir: Jose Figueroa

**MADE IN BROOKLYN**
Trancas International
Dir: Jeff Mazzola, Luca Palanca

**BOPPIN’ AT THE GLUE FACTORY**
Brooklyn Reptyle
Dir: Jeff Orgill

**PUNISH THE WICKED**
Beauchamp Studios
Dir: Paul Beauchamp

SHORTS/WEB SERIES
(partial list)

**PANASONIC S1H**
Third Law Productions
Dir: David Smith

**INTERNET GANGSTERS**
What a Nightmare Prod.
Dir: Sam Friedlander

**IN CASE OF EMERGECY**
Third Law Productions
Dir: Soma Helmi

**iHEART**
Golden Boy Productions
Dir: Sanjeev Sirpal

**CTRL.ALT.DEL**
Dodo Productions
Dir: Kendra Doshier

**PARTIALLY TRUE TALES**
Maxed Out Credit Card Prod.
Dir: Murphy Gilson

**THE GUITAR PLAYER’S GIRLFRIEND**
Gravity Productions
Dir: Janet Harvey

*2018 ICG Award – Emerging Cinematographer*

DOCUMENTARY/REALITY
(partial list)

**RADIO DISNEY MUSIC AWARDS**
Disney Channel
Dir: Brian Cavallaro, Gregory Poppen

**NOMINATION SPECIAL**
Vitagraph Films
Dir: Dean Hargrove

**TAP WORLD**
Beauchamp Studios
Dir: Paul Beauchamp

**OPPORTUNITY INT. AFRICA**
Pantheon Pictures
Dir: Jean-Pierre Isbouts

**OPERATION VALKYRIE**
CBS
Dir: Jenine Denholm

**THE DOCTORS**
CBS
Dir: Various

**DR. PHIL**

ALICIA ROBBINS
Director of Photography
official website